1904: ‘An old yew’ was noted in Cox’s *Little Guides*.

1999: I observed a female tree measuring 14’ 5” round its base, which leaned outwards from a hollowing centre. A cross of wood had been used to prevent access to the tree’s hollow. There were also several younger yews in the churchyard.

2005: Russell Cleaver recorded 3 yews, all female, south of the church. The largest is hollow, old and part broken at 3’, it has unhealthy foliage and stands on a remnant of a brick plinth.

2011: Peter Norton took the photos below of an old and much hollowed yew south of the church, whose branches were now supported by four poles. Some remains of an old wall could still be seen on the church side. Girth of 16' 3" was recorded at 18" from the top of the mound on the church side.